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Words to Live By

Do not try to satisfy your vanity by teaching a great many things. Awaken
people's curiosity. It is enough to open minds; do not overload them. Put there
just a spark. If there is some good inflammable stuff, it will catch fire.
-Anatole France, as quoted in The Earth Speak s

Certified Interpretive Guide Training Handbook1
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Conservatory Overview

Lincoln Park
Conservancy

Overview
Approximately 20 million people visit Lincoln Park annually, enjoying its historic structures, colorful
gardens, and Lake Michigan shoreline. Though many of us use it every day, we often take it for granted.
We assume it will always be here, that “somebody” will care for it. That “somebody” is the Lincoln Park
Conservancy; our mission is to enhance the natural, historical, and cultural assets of Lincoln Park.
Established in 1984 as a nonprofit partner of the Chicago Park District, the Conservancy has supported
Chicago’s largest and most visited park for over 35 years. We take on projects that benefit the park, the
public, and the environment. We also provide educational and engagement opportunities, including
restoration, management, advocacy, and stewardship programs.
Each year, we:
• Coordinate over 2,000 volunteers, greeters, docents, gardeners, community members, and
partner organizations to promote and enhance the park.
• Engage over 50,000 visitors from local communities in Chicago, to all 50 states, and over 70
countries in educational programs at the Lincoln Park Conservatory, the Alfred Caldwell Lily Pool,
and the North Pond Nature Sanctuary.
• Offer regular, community supported, restoration and stewardship throughout the park including
at the Lily Pool (restored by us in 2001) and North Pond (restoration in progress).
• Make visitor amenity improvements across the park’s 1,208 acres.
Building for the Future
Year-round, our dedicated staff and loyal volunteers are found from Osterman Beach to Ohio Street
Beach, restoring and protecting Lincoln Park’s treasures. As the nonprofit champion for Chicago’s largest
park, we are dedicated to meeting its changing needs, for visitors today and generations to come! Our
current projects include restoration and stewardship of beloved sites like the Lily Pool and North Pond,
and educational programs and events that promote preservation of those, and many other, park sites.
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Restoration Projects
With help from people like you, the Lincoln Park Conservancy raises millions of dollars to
restore existing park assets and create new ones. Our ongoing commitment includes essential,
long term management and stewardship of those sites so they remain well cared for after
restoration is complete.
North Pond Nature Sanctuary
Over 200 migratory bird, 100 native plant, and numerous fish, amphibian, and insect species call this local
treasure home. But 100 years of heavy use has taken its toll. Building on our 20-year commitment to the
pond, the Conservancy is launching a multi-stage plan to improve its ecological health and diversity. Join
us in creating a healthier ecosystem by deepening the pond and using native plants to filter run-off and
storm water, naturally control erosion, and provide food and shelter for birds and insects.
Sunshine Playscape
The new Playscape’s unique environment blends traditional playground equipment with natural
elements and invites visitors to play in nature in safe, child-friendly ways. We are grateful to the Lincoln
Park community for donating over 90% of the funds to support the Conservancy’s recently completed
project, located just north of North Pond.
Alfred Caldwell Lily Pool
In 1997, the Conservancy adopted the Lily Pool and, with the Chicago Park District, invested $2.4 million
to restore Caldwell’s historic landscape. Re-named in his honor, the Lily Pool opened to the public in
spring 2002. Once again, a “cool, refreshing, clear place,” the Lily Pool earned both National and Chicago
Historic Landmark status. The Conservancy now faithfully maintains the site.
Lincoln Park Conservatory
This beloved Victorian Era glass house has endured decades of deferred maintenance and is in dire need
of restoration. Led by the Chicago Park District and the Chicago Parks Foundation, the Conservancy is
supporting a multiyear plan to refurbish the aged steel and glass structure.
Stewardship
North Pond Gardeners, Hops & Habitat, and Corporate Workdays
Volunteer-driven and staff-managed, the Conservancy’s gardening programs engage 1,800 community
members to care for, support, and maintain North Pond, the Lily Pool, and other park sites. Our large
workdays attract 10’s to 100’s of volunteers, private corporate groups, and the general public, who
provide essential park maintenance. We couldn’t do it without you!
Educational Programs and Events
Lincoln Park Docents and Greeters
Over 100 volunteers welcome the
thousands of national and international
visitors to the Conservatory, Lily Pool,
and North Pond. Through their efforts
the Conservancy provides inspiring
formal and informal educational
interactions. Trainings for new
volunteers are offered in spring and fall.
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Dig Deep for North Pond!
Campaign for North Pond
A three-year plan to revitalize the North Pond Nature Sanctuary

A Sustainable Nature Sanctuary for the Next 100 Years
The North Pond Nature Sanctuary is home to over 250 migratory birds, 100 native plant species,
and a variety of fish, amphibians, and insects. The pond and its surroundings are at a critical
juncture and need significant ecological restoration. The Lincoln Park Conservancy announces a
three-year revitalization project of North Pond. Plans include: dredging to deepen the pond;
edge grading, planting, and stabilization; and expanding natural areas around the pond. Your
support is vital to North Pond’s restoration. 100 percent of project fund- ing and ongoing care
will come from private and community sources. Pledge your support for North Pond!
Make a financial contribution, host a meeting to learn more, or volunteer your time. Share your
commitment to North Pond on social media by using #DigDeepForNorthPond.
MAJOR PROJECT
PHASES

Help us to help North Pond!

Knowledge – Complete
key studies and public
meetings to finalize
resto- ration plan.
Dredge – Deepen pond
to improve water quality
and habitat.
Edge – Restore pond
edge to de- crease
erosion and runoff.
Sedge – Design and
plant a native sedge
meadow to capture,
filter, and direct
stormwater to the pond.
Pledge – North Pond
needs you! North Pond’s
restoration and care is
dependent on community
financial support and
long-term stewardship.
L INCOLN PARK
CONSERVANCY
2000 N. Racine, Suite 4800
Chicago, IL 60614
LincolnParkConservancy.org

For more information contact:
Doug Widener
773-883-PARK
dwidener@lincolnparkconservancy.org
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Lincoln Park Conservancy Volunteer Programs
IMPORTANT CONTACT INFORMATION
THE PARTNERS
THE LINCOLN PARK CONSERVANCY
THE CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT
LINCOLN PARK
BASICS: THE CONSERVATORY & GARDENS, LILY POOL
SEASONS
SCULPTURES
WILDLIFE
LINCOLN PARK MAP
CONSERVATORY MAP
THE LILY POOL MAP
TIMELINE
HOW WE WORK: LPC VOLUNTEER POLICIES & PROCEDURES
HISTORY AND BACKGROUND OF THE DOCENT PROGRAM
WHAT WE EXPECT: OUR VOLUNTEER PHILOSOPHY
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS AND DISCLAIMERS
HOW YOU BENEFIT AS A VOLUNTEER
TRAINING
SHIFTS
CODE OF CONDUCT
AT THE SITE
SAFETY
ADDITIONAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
VOLUNTEER DOCENT POSITION DESCRIPTION
VOLUNTEER GREETER POSITION DESCRIPTION
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
STARTING YOUR SHIFT
TIMING IS EVERYTHING
ASSURING COMFORT & ACCESSIBILITY
PLANNING A VISIT
LOCATION-LOCATION-LOCATION
A FEW ASTONISHING FACTS
FISH ARE FRIENDS
ARTS & SCIENCE
PEOPLE NEEDING PEOPLE
HANDLING GIFTS & INCOME
HANDLING TOUGH QUESTIONS
FOR DOCENTS SPECIFICALLY
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IMPORTANT CONTACT INFORMATION
Add to the phone you plan to carry when here as a volunteer.
Lincoln Park Conservatory Address:
2391 N Stockton Dr., Chicago 60614
Alfred Caldwell Lily Pool Address:
125 W Fullerton Pkwy, Chicago 60614

For Medical Emergencies:

CALL 911

For Security Issues:

CPD Security at 312.747.2193

Rebecca Conant, Director of Education
Lincoln Park Conservancy
2000 N. Racine, Suite 4800
Chicago, IL 60614
773.883.7275 x 201
rconant@lincolnparkconservancy.org
Doug Widener, Executive Director
Lincoln Park Conservancy 2000
N. Racine, Suite 4800
Chicago, IL 60614
773.883.7275 x 206
dwidener@lincolnparkconservancy.org
If you need to contact someone in an emergency on the weekend, please call:
Doug Widener at 773-398-1050
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THE PARTNERS
The Chicago Park District (CPD) owns the Conservatory and all the surrounding gardens as
features of its 1,200-acre Lincoln Park. Lincoln Park is one of the public parks in the CPD system.
The Lincoln Park Conservancy is an independent non-profit partner of the Park District, picking
up where the Chicago Park District leaves off, taking on projects that are important to the park,
but do not fit into the city budget.
The Lincoln Park Conservancy
lincolnparkconservancy.org
The Lincoln Park Conservancy (LPC) is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization that operates
under a formal agreement with the CPD. Founded in 1984 as the Friends of Lincoln Park,
the Lincoln Park Conservancy changed its name in 2003 to reflect their expanded role in
the long- term maintenance and programming of donor-restored park sites. It is the first
public-private partnership in the CPD and the first park conservancy in the City of Chicago.
The LPC has been at the forefront of historic conservation, ecological restoration, park
programming and management.
The mission of the LPC is to protect, preserve and enhance Lincoln Park's Art, Architecture,
and Natural Environment for all.
The Chicago Park District
chicagoparkdistrict.com
The Chicago Park District is the government department that oversees the parks and
recreation areas of our city. Since its formation more than seventy years ago, the Chicago
Park District (CPD) has continued its tradition of innovative programs and ideas, and
beautifully designed landscapes and facilities. Now the steward of 8,000+ acres of open
space, totaling more than 570 parks, 31 beaches, 50 nature areas, two world-class
conservatories, and host to thousands of special events, cultural, nature, sports, and
recreational programs, the CPD remains the nation's leading provider of green space and
recreation.
The mission of the Chicago Park District is to
•
•
•

Enhance the quality of life in Chicago by becoming the leading provider of
recreation and leisure opportunities
Provide safe, inviting and beautifully maintained parks and facilities
Create a customer-focused and responsive park system that prioritizes the
needs of children and families

The CPD employs the paid employees of the Lincoln Park Conservatory & Gardens, and
provides maintenance personnel to the larger Lincoln Park area, specifically at the Alfred
Caldwell Lily Pool and North Pond Nature Sanctuary.
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Lincoln Park
One of the 570 parks in the CPD, Lincoln Park lies along the lakefront from Ohio Street Beach
in the Streeterville neighborhood, northward to Ardmore Avenue in Edgewater. Lincoln Park
is the result of a long-standing commitment by Chicago city leaders and citizens to protect
1,200 acres of some of Chicago's most valuable lakefront real estate for the public's use and
benefit.
The section of Lincoln Park adjacent to the Lincoln Park residential neighborhood
contains:
• The Lincoln Park Zoo,
• The Lincoln Park Conservatory,
• The Theatre on the Lake,
• A rowing canal,
• The Chicago History Museum,
• The Peggy Notebaert Nature Museum,
• The Alfred Caldwell Lily Pool,
• The North Pond Nature Sanctuary,
• Lincoln Park Archery Range,
• North Avenue Beach and Oak Street Beach,
• Numerous playing fields,
• Many statues.
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BASICS: THE CONSERVATORY & GARDENS, LILY POOL
The CPD/LPC gardens fit into the history of the city of Chicago, filling a vital role in Chicago's
motto "City in a Garden". The variety of animals and birds that enjoy these properties is fun to
observe. They are vital to the beauty and health of these gardens.

Seasons
Every season in the gardens is special, offering unique flora, fauna, light, and shadows.
• The Lincoln Park Conservatory is open year-round: 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, 365 days a year.
• The Lincoln Park Gardens are outdoors, open year-round, but generally in bloom
from late May through October, weather permitting.
• Grandmothers' Garden is outdoors and open year-round.
• The Alfred Caldwell Lily Pond is gated and open from April until November,
weather permitting.
Sculptures
Lincoln Park is the home of many interesting works of public art, and the gardens are no
different.
• The Conservatory, Formal Gardens, and Grandmothers' Garden have permanent
works of art that are worth study.
• The Show Room in the Conservatory has seasonal flower shows that often
incorporate works of art.
• The Lily Pool does not have sculptures, per se, but the waterfall, water
fountain/bird bath, and pavilion could be considered works of sculptural art.
Wildlife
• Because each is a small ecosystem, the Palm and Fern Rooms of the Conservatory
have a world of insects that becomes active once people leave.
• In the Lily Pool, wildlife, especially birds, returned quickly after the restoration.
Fox, squirrels, chipmunks, and raccoons frequent the grounds, particularly at
night. The Lily Pool is part of the migratory path between Canada and Mexico; so
many types of birds have been seen eating, resting, or nesting there.
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Lincoln Park Map
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Conservatory Map
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The Lily Pool Map
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US Industrial Revolution
Lincoln Park Conservatory built
World's Columbian Exposition in
Chicago
Grandma's Garden created
World War I
The Great Migration
US Great Depression
Century of Progress Exposition in
Chicago
US Works Progress Administration
Alfred Caldwell & WPA Lily Pool,
opens to great acclaim
World War II
US Involvement in WWII
Lincoln Park Zoo Rookery
Repairs-insensitive updates, poor
maintenance, too shady for pool
Caldwell visit "it's a dead world"
21st Century Rehab, rename, Lily
Pool Chicago Landmark 2002
Lily Pool National Historic Landmark

1860

Timeline
Following is a timeline of the major events of the Lily Pool and the Chicago Conservatory and
Gardens and how they fit into Chicago's history. Of particular note, the Lincoln Park
Conservatory and Gardens were built around the time of the World's Columbian Exposition of
1893 (the third star on the Chicago flag). The Lily Pool was built just after The Century of
Progress of 1933 (the final star on Chicago's flag).

CHICAGO/US/WORLD Timeline
city of Chicago founded, motto "the
city set in a garden" (legal town in
1833)
Lake Park founded, renamed following
year
US Civil War ends, Lincoln
assassinated
Burials cease in the Park
Lincoln Park Zoo founded (gift of 2
swans; bought 1st purchase-bears1874)
Lincoln Park (District) Commission;
formal plan for park system
Chicago's Great Fire
Lincoln Park opens
Lake Shore Drive built
original LP greenhouse
Victorian lily pool built into a natural
ravine
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HOW WE WORK: LPC VOLUNTEER POLICIES & PROCEDURES
The following policies and procedures for volunteer conduct at the Alfred Caldwell Lily Pool and
Lincoln Park Conservatory and Gardens are continually being reviewed, discussed and revised to
meet the changing needs of volunteers, CPD, and LPC.
History and Background of the Docent Program
In 2003, the Lincoln Park Conservancy and Chicago Park District launched a docent program to
provide interpretation and help generate enthusiasm for the newly restored Alfred Caldwell
Lily Pool in Lincoln Park. This effort provides a systematic program of interpretation for the
first time in the site’s history. The goal is to make visitors feel welcome, foster a greater
appreciation and understanding of the site, and heighten sensitivity. This program not only
educates site users, but also results in fewer incidents of vandalism and inappropriate uses of
the landscape. The success of the program was so outstanding that the Chicago Park District
and Lincoln Park Conservancy expanded it to include the Lincoln Park Conservatory and
Gardens in the spring of 2004.
What We Expect: Our Volunteer Philosophy
As a volunteer, you are important to the LPC and the CPD. Through your volunteer activities
and support, the Alfred Caldwell Lily Pool and Lincoln Park Conservatory and Gardens can
provide a range of activities and programs to park patrons. We could not offer so much
without you!
Greeters and Docents are the public face of the Conservancy. They add value to the visitor’s
experience by welcoming people to the site, providing basic orientations, helping visitors
learn about the history, architecture and especially plants (and animals at the Lily Pool), and,
in the case of Docents giving formal and informal tours.
We believe in the following principles:
•
•
•
•
•

We operate with the expectation that all volunteers are responsible and that a
high standard of performance is individually satisfying.
Opportunities for individual growth and development will be provided through
specially designed programs. Self-development will be encouraged and supported.
There will be no discrimination based on sex, race, religion, sexual orientation,
marital status, ancestry, physical or mental disability.
The working environment will be as informal, relaxed and flexible as is practical.
Open communication with respect to business matters, attitudes,
suggestions, problems, and complaints will be encouraged and facilitated.
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Legal Requirements and Disclaimers
• There will be no discrimination based on sex, race, religion, sexual orientation, marital
status, ancestry, physical or mental disability
• All volunteers working in Chicago Park District sites must complete a Chicago Park
District Application and undergo a fingerprint background check prior to regular service.
How You Benefit as a Volunteer
The most important benefit of being an Alfred Caldwell Lily Pool or Lincoln Park Conservatory
and Gardens volunteer is the opportunity to learn and grow as an individual. Volunteers receive
“hands on” experience and the benefit of associating with professional staff and other
volunteers who have complementary interests and hobbies. You will also enjoy a beautiful
“piece of paradise” in the city and association with friendly companions, other volunteers, staff
and visitors.
In addition, volunteers receive:
• A working environment as informal, relaxed and flexible as is practical;
• The opportunity to make new friends and connections
• Continuing education programs with fellow volunteers and professionals for training and
workshops,
• LPC volunteer only tours and field trips, and social events;
• A complimentary membership from the Lincoln Park Conservancy at the Park Steward
level (a $30 value);
• Taxdeductionsasallowedbylawforvolunteertraveltime(letteruponrequestto
verify
hours);
• A volunteer apron and official name badge to wear during shifts and special tours;
• Eligibility to earn Park Points in the CPD's loyalty program for your volunteer hours
(www.chiparkpoints.com);
• Eligibility to volunteer at any of the CPD locations
• General liability insurance coverage while serving at the Lily Pool and the Conservatory
& Gardens.
Training
Docent training is offered twice a year to Conservatory docents (fall and spring) and once a year
to Lily Pool docents (spring only). Expert guest lecturers provide detailed information on the art
of interpretation, historic landscapes, horticulture, local wildlife, Victorian architecture,
sculptures, and past, present and future site rehabilitation. Training is composed of tours,
lectures, readings, homework, group discussions, and other activities. Each trainee receives a
training manual that provides further detail about the sites, program expectations, and other
pertinent information. Successful completion of the training consists of attending the classes as
well as committing time outside of class to learn about the site and develop your own guided
program.
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Greeter training is offered twice a year in the spring and the fall. Greeters share and connect
the Mission, Vision, and projects of the Lincoln Park Conservancy to visitors’ experiences.
During the training, greeters learn with the docents about the history of and plants in the
Lincoln Park Conservatory and the art of interpretation. Additionally, they focus on customer
service and hospitality skills, simple fundraising, and relevant technology as appropriate. The
training includes out of class readings; in class lectures; small group, whole class and individual
activities that will prepare you to answer questions and engage with people from around the
world.
Shifts
After the training, volunteers sign up to give tours during three-hour shifts. Volunteers commit
to staff their assigned location a minimum of two shifts per month.
The three-hour shifts are:
Fridays
1:00 – 4:00 pm (Docents only)
Saturdays
10:00 am -1:00 pm & 1:00 – 4:00 pm (Docents and Greeters)
Sundays
10:00 am -1:00 pm & 1:00 – 4:00 pm (Docents and Greeters)
In addition to these regular shifts, other opportunities also arise. These include opportunities
for docents to guide private or group tours, or additional three-hour shifts scheduled during
busy seasons and on holidays.
Signing up for shifts
• Volunteers are expected to sign up for shifts with the online program called Volgistics.
All volunteers will be given instructions for accessing the site and a temporary password.
• If a volunteer is not able to make a scheduled shift, they must contact the LPC Program
Manager or remove their name from the Volgistics schedule.
• If volunteers are unable to meet the two shifts per month commitment, or need other
accommodation, they are expected to contact the LPC Program Manager as soon as
possible.
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Code of Conduct
As a volunteer at the Lincoln Park Conservatory, you will be held to similar standards as the
staff, this includes expectations of professional standards and conduct. Visitors treat you much
as they would staff and will ask you questions and engage with you as they do paid
employees. As a result, we expect you to represent the Conservatory in a positive light, and
treat all visitors and visitor inquires with respect. Please refrain from inappropriate language and
conversations.
Open communication with respect to business matters, attitudes, suggestions, problems, and
complaints will be encouraged and facilitated. Please remember that violation of the Chicago
Park District expectations of behavior can lead to consequences up to and including terminating
your volunteer status at any time.
At the Site
• Dress Code: Volunteers are expected to maintain a clean and neat personal appearance.
Please refrain from wearing short shorts or skirts, revealing or low-cut shirts, or
suggestive/offensive clothing.
• Uniform: Volunteers will be given a green apron at completion of the training. When in
your uniform, you represent both the Chicago Park District and the Lincoln Park
Conservancy. Volunteers are expected to wear their green apron and official name
badge whenever they are on duty. Aprons are the property of the LPC and must be
returned when leaving the program.
• Name Badges: Volunteers must wear their official name badges while on duty. People
will feel more comfortable addressing you and asking questions if they recognize you as
a volunteer. During the first year of service, volunteers will wear a temporary name
badge. On your first anniversary, you will receive a permanent name badge. Both
temporary and permanent name badges are the property of the LPC and must be
returned when leaving the program.
• Smoking: Not permitted during volunteer service or while wearing the volunteer apron
and official name badge.
• Drugs and Alcohol: Workingwhile impaired or dysfunctional because of the use of
alcohol, drugs, or controlled substances, AND/OR Selling, purchasing, using or
possessing illegal drugs while at the Lincoln Park Conservatory or the Alfred Caldwell Lily
Pool, or while otherwise representing the Lincoln Park Conservancy or the Park District
is strictly prohibited, and violators are subject to immediate dismissal from the program.
• Respect all visitors, staff and fellow volunteers. Respond to visitors in a friendly,
courteous manner as a representative of the Lily Pool or the Conservatory.
• I Don’t Know: If you do not know the answer to a question you can simply say “I don’t
know,” and offer to help them find the answer. As a worst case, ask for the visitor’s
name and email address so that the LPC staff can follow up with an appropriate answer.
• Encourage appropriate use of the site by the public. However, you are not expected to
be a police officer. If someone does not respond to a polite reminder, please feel free to
ask a staff person, or park district security for assistance.
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Safety
Safety is a primary concern for all CPD/LPC volunteers. Volunteers are expected to use good
common sense and judgment, not only for their personal safety but also to protect others.
Remind others and report potentially unsafe conditions or practices to avoid accidents or
injury.
• Emergencies: For immediate assistance dial 911. Be prepared to provide your name and
location and to describe the nature of the emergency and the type of assistance
required.
The Alfred Caldwell Lily Pool address is:
125 W. Fullerton (Fullerton and Cannon).
The Conservatory address is:
2391 Stockton Drive.
•
•

Non-Emergency Situations: Call CPD Security at (312) 747-2193.
Non-Emergency Medical Situations: In case of a visitor injuring themselves, please find a LPC
staff member to assist them. Injuries should be documented by LPC staff following their
reporting procedures.

•

•

•

Weather– in case of threatening weather, please take the appropriate precautions for
your safety. In all cases, please defer to directions given by the Conservatory staff.
o All volunteers are encouraged to cool off in the Staff Office or in the Lunch Room
in the basement of the Conservatory building, when the weather is hot and/or
humid. Please have water with you on your shift.
o In the case of storms, high winds, or tornadoes please seek shelter in the Lunch
Room or Staff Office, or other areas as directed by staff
o In case of hail, seek shelter under a solid roof: public restrooms in front of
Conservatory, in the Headhouse, or under the pavilions in the Lily Pool
Evacuation – If in the rare case that staff and visitors must evacuate the Conservatory, or
the Lily Pool, visitors will look to you as an authority. Please remain calm and help the
staff usher guests out of the site using the closest exit (including all staff exits as
appropriate) without putting your own life in danger. Reasons for evacuation may
include fire, hazardous chemicals or airborne poisons, bomb threats, hostage situations,
or other emergencies.
o Please gather with all staff, volunteers, and visitors at the sidewalk tunnel
entrance east of Stockton, southwest of the Conservatory unless otherwise
directed.
o You MUST check-in with Conservatory staff so that they know everyone has been
evacuated. Also, contact Rebecca Conant as soon as practical to let her know
what has happened.
Fingerprinting and a background check are required by the CPD since volunteers will be
interacting with the public, and more specifically, with children.
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Additional Policies and Procedures
• Publicity: Volunteers are a key interface with the general public. However, interactions
with the press must be carefully coordinated.
o Volunteers are encouraged to submit suggestions and ideas for Lily Pool and
Lincoln Park Conservatory and Gardens publicity to Lincoln Park Conservancy
staff, but are asked not to contact the media directly. Personal publicity is not
permitted.
o Media: Even casual conversation with the media or press can cause confusion
or other troubles. Refer any inquiries from the press or media to Lincoln Park
Conservancy staff or CPD Communications Dept.
o Social Media: Remember, that social media is still media and be thoughtful with
posts. At a minimum, volunteers are asked to be clear that comments are their
own and do not reflect those of the Lincoln Park Conservancy or the Chicago
Park District.
o Confidentiality: Consider confidential all CPD and LPC records, files, personal
information and conversations.
• Personal Property: All personal property (including items such as eyeglasses, contact
lenses, hearing aids, clothing, vehicles, tools and equipment) is the responsibility of the
owner, NOT the CPD/LPC. The owner is responsible for repairs or replacements in case
of damage, loss or theft. If personal property has been stolen, file a police report
understanding the CPD/LPC will not be held liable.
o Personal Phone Calls: CPD/LPC staffs do not handle personal calls or inquiries for
volunteers. If you need to make or take a personal call while on your shift, please
go to a non-public area where you are out of site of the visitors.
o Personal Transportation: Free parking is not provided to volunteers. Free street
parking is available on Cannon Drive and Stockton Dive between Diversey and
Fullerton. Paid parking is available in the Lincoln Park Conservatory lot for
$26.00. Bicycle racks are provided at the Lily Pool and Conservatory entrances
or you may park your bike inside the Head House, but please tell the staff that
you have parked your bicycle inside the building.
o Out of Pocket Expenses: The Lincoln Park Conservancy Board President(s), must
authorize any reimbursement for out of pocket expenses required for the
volunteers programs. Prior approval for the expenses and documented receipts
are needed for reimbursements.
• Volunteer Recruitment and Referrals: All interested volunteer referrals should be
directed to the LPC staff.
• End of Service: Every year, volunteers will be asked if volunteering still fits into their
schedule. LPC hopes all volunteers wish to return, but also recognizes that schedules
and commitments change.
o Extended Absences: Sometimes life happens, and it is necessary to take an
extended period away from volunteering. If you know you’ll be out for an
extended period, please contact the Conservancy staff. As long as the volunteer
leaves in good standing the Conservatory will work with you to reintegrate you
into the program. Please note that it may be necessary to retrain for the
19
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•

program.
o Resignation: Volunteers may end their commitment at any time. AS much as possible,
written advanced notice is appreciated. While there is not an exit survey in place, any
and all feedback about how the program can be improved is appreciated.
o Termination: Volunteers may be terminated at will when service is not suitable,
not needed, or not up to standards.
Feedback: One of your most important responsibilities is to communicate. Discuss any
suggestions, comments, problems or complaints with the Program Director (LPC).
o Feel free to ask questions about your assignment. We want to hear from you. Your
thoughts and ideas are important to us.
o Additional policies and procedures may be communicated at volunteer meetings,
via email and posted on the volunteer room bulletin board.
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VOLUNTEER DOCENT POSITION DESCRIPTION
Lincoln Park is a jewel in Chicago’s lakefront park system. Of the nearly 26 miles of shoreline,
one of the most visited areas includes the features and amenities near Fullerton Avenue in
historic Lincoln Park.
A docent is a volunteer who acts as a guide, typically at a museum, zoo, gallery, or other
cultural organization. Lincoln Park Conservancy Docents are a diverse group of motivated
volunteers who give formal and informal tours of the Conservatory, Lily Pool and surrounding
gardens. Docents help to interpret various aspects of the park’s historic landmark gardens,
landscapes, and facilities to enrich the public’s experience. By creating a welcoming
atmosphere and providing interpretive experiences to both organized groups and casual
visitors, docents help generate enthusiasm and interest in the Alfred Caldwell Lily Pool, Lincoln
Park Conservatory and Gardens, and Grandmothers' Garden.
DUTIES:
This description is intended to cover the minimum essential duties assigned on a regular basis.
Volunteers may be asked to perform additional duties as necessary.
• Welcomes and greets visitors of all ages and backgrounds, creating an environment of:
“Come as visitors, leave as friends”
• Actively engages visitors in conversation about what they can see in the
Conservatory, and other topics of interest to the visitor
• Answering visitor questions about plants, the building, and other relevant topics
• Offering both formal and informal guided interpretive tours
• Fostering greater appreciation and understanding of the sites
• Encouraging appropriate use of the site and facilities
• Serving as liaison between the public and staff
• Shares the Mission, vision, and accomplishments of the Chicago Park District and
the Lincoln Park Conservancy
• Assist with providing wheelchairs as necessary
• Other duties as assigned
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
• Enjoy working with visitors of all ages and backgrounds
• Good Interpersonal and communication skills: Ability to engage visitors with a
friendly and welcoming demeanor
• Be familiar with the Conservatory and the Conservancy
• Good Customer Service Skills and a professional demeanor
• Are enthusiastic and flexible
• Are willing and eager to learn new information
• Enjoy working outdoors, depending on assignment
• Successfully complete an interview, background check and training program
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VOLUNTEER GREETER POSITION DESCRIPTION
Lincoln Park is a jewel in Chicago’s lakefront park system. Of the nearly 26 miles of shoreline,
one of the most visited areas includes the features and amenities near Fullerton Avenue in
historic Lincoln Park.
The Conservatory Greeter warmly welcomes visitors to the Conservatory, providing the first
impression as visitors enter the Conservatory. He or she assists with questions, directions and
helps to connect the guest with services as needed, including access to wheelchairs. He or she
will collect information about where visitors come from (either through zip codes or country)
and encourage visitors to make a contribution to support the conservatory if they are so
inclined.
DUTIES:
This description is intended to cover the minimum essential duties assigned on a regular basis.
Volunteers may be asked to perform additional duties as necessary.
• Welcomes and greets visitors of all ages and backgrounds, creating an environment of:
“Come as visitors, leave as friends”
• Ask visitors for their home location as a zip code or visiting country
• Invite visitors to make a financial contribution to Conservancy
• Engages visitors in conversation about what they can see in the Conservatory
• Shares the Mission, vision, and accomplishments of the Chicago Park District and
the Lincoln Park Conservancy
• Answers questions and provides maps or other documents as necessary
• Asset with providing wheelchairs as necessary
• Other duties as assigned
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
• Be familiar with the Conservatory and the Conservancy
• Good Customer Service Skills and a professional demeanor
• Good Interpersonal and communication skills: Ability to engage visitors with a
friendly and welcoming demeanor
• Moderate computer skills: Comfortable using Microsoft Suite for collecting zip
code information
• Ability to direct visitors to our web page where they can make on-line donations
• Reliability and ability to work independently.
• Background check: Volunteers in this position may handle cash, credit cards, or
sensitive information. Lincoln Park Conservancy reserves the right to refuse to work
with a volunteer, or dismiss a current volunteer, based on the results of the
background check.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
People are surprising and curious. Each has a unique perspective on the world and our sites, so
volunteers get asked many types of questions. For your reference, here are some of the ones
we hear most frequently.
Starting Your Shift
1. What should I bring to work my shift?
Every volunteer has personal favorites and must haves. At a minimum, you should have
your charged cell phone (in case of emergency), potable water (three hours is a long time
without), your notes, a hat for sun or rain, a wrap for wet or cold, and any items you use
for your tour. Many volunteers also find lip balm a must after three hours of talking.
2. What should I wear to work my shift?
Your apron and nametag, of course, over weather-appropriate attire suitable for a
representative of the LPC and CPD. Footwear that is sturdy on wet, slippery surfaces
(even inside, the walkways get slick when wet), are best, and layers are highly
recommended due to changes that may occur during your shift. Be aware of forecasted
precipitation and temperature when preparing, as these can be very unpredictable in
both the Lily Pool and the Conservatory.
Timing is Everything
3. When is the Conservatory open?
The Conservatory is open 360 days per year, from 9 AM to 5 PM. There is no admission
charge, though donations are both appreciated and encouraged.
4. When is the Lily Pool open?
The Lily Pool is open seasonally, generally opening for the season in mid to late April and
closing in mid to late November. Hours are approximately 7:30 AM to 7:30 PM, however
the pool closes earlier in the evening as the sun sets earlier in the autumn. There is no
admission charge. To protect the Lily Pool, it is closed for the August Air and Water Show.
The Lily Pool may also close for an hour at a time to accommodate private events such as
weddings.
5. What is the season for the Conservatory Garden? The Grandmothers' Garden?
Grandmothers' Garden is usually in bloom from May through October. The
Conservatory Gardens from June to mid-October. These dates are, of course,
weather dependent.
6. When is the best time to view the Conservatory Gardens?
July and August, though this is weather-dependent.
7. How many flower shows does the Conservatory have?
There are three seasonal flower shows-spring (early February to mid May), summer (early
June to late September), and winter (late November to early January). The winter show
includes toy trains.
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Assuring Comfort & Accessibility
8. Are food or drink allowed in the Conservatory?
Drinks only, in containers the guest must keep with him/her.
9. Are food or drink allowed in the Lily Pool?
Water only, in containers the guest must keep with him/her.
10. Is the Conservatory accessible for guests with limited mobility? How?
For the most part, yes. However, the Fern Room has stairs at both ends that are not wheel
chair, walker, or stroller friendly. Wheel chairs, walkers, and strollers can enter the Fern
Room and observe from the top of the stairs. All other Conservatory rooms are accessible.
11. Is the Lily Pool accessible for guests with limited mobility? How?
For the most part, yes. The west side section of the Lily Pool, between the waterfall and the
pavilion, and the original stairway to the council ring are not wheelchair accessible.
Wheelchairs, walkers, and strollers can access all other parts of the path. The council ring is
now accessible by a separate graveled ramp on the east side of the Lily Pool.
12. Are wheelchairs available?
There are two wheelchairs available for use in the Conservatory. They are stored inside the
Palm Room near the entrance. The user must leave a form of ID until the wheelchair is
returned. These ID’s are stored in Maria’s Office (door near the Palm Room entrance to the
Show House). These wheelchairs are to remain in the Conservatory, and it is the
responsibility of the guest to find someone to push the chair, if required.
13. Is the Conservatory climate-controlled?
The Conservatory is heated by the original Victorian-era steam heating system (now located
in and used by the Lincoln Park Zoo) in the winter. In the summer, the building is cooled by
manually opening glass panels in the roof.
Planning a Visit
14. Do people need to schedule tours?
Tours are offered to the visiting public any time a docent is on duty and are advertised by
the entry signs during working shifts. If there are two or more docents working a shift, take
turns walking around the site and engaging guests in conversation, answering questions,
and offering tours.
15. Who schedules private and group tours?
We do encourage large groups or guests with special interests who want a private tour to
schedule in advance with the Lincoln Park Conservancy at 773.883.7275.
16. Are special event rentals (such as weddings, photo shoots) permitted?
Permits for events and photo shoots at the Conservatory are scheduled by CPD. The contact
number is posted in the lobby of the Conservatory. Guests can call Joan Colon at 312-7465250. Permits for events and photo shoots at the Lily Pool are scheduled by LPC at
773.883.7275.
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Location-Location-Location
17. Are the Conservatory, Gardens, Lily Pool part of the Lincoln Park Zoo?
The Conservatory and Gardens as well as the Lily Pool are part of CPD. The Lincoln Park Zoo
is a separate organization.
18. Can I get to the Zoo from the LPC sites?
There is a one-way entry INTO the Zoo at the south end of the Lily Pool. There is a Zoo
entry just to the east of the Conservatory entrance.
19. Where are the public restrooms?
The nearest rest rooms for both sites are in the Conservatory at the front entrance.
20. Where is the nearest bus stop?
Stockton Drive and Fullerton #151, #156 (weekdays only).
Clark and Fullerton #36, #22.
Cannon and Fullerton #76.
21. Where is the nearest L stop?
Fullerton Road red line stop is one mile west of Stockton. The Diversey brown line stop is
accessible via the #76 bus.
22. Where is the nearest coffee shop?
There are several coffee shops on Clark Street, a few blocks west of the Conservatory and
Lily Pool. There are also restraints in the Zoo.
23. Where are the nearest restaurants? Convenience stores?
There are several casual eateries in the Lincoln Park Zoo, and at the waterfront east on
Fullerton. RJ Grunts is also a nearby casual favorite. Mon Ami Gabi in the Belden Stratford
Hotel is directly across the street on Lincoln Park West and is open for dinner. North Pond
is a one Michelin star restaurant located three blocks north of the Conservatory at the
northeast corner of the North Pond Nature Sanctuary. It is open for Sunday Brunch and
dinner nightly, though it closed to all on Mondays (and reservations are highly
recommended). There is a wide variety of restaurants and stores along Clark Street, going
both north and south, where guests can likely find anything they need.
24. What other things are available for visitors to do nearby?
Exploring more of Lincoln Park is an adventure, and guests can go north or south and find
interesting things to see.
o Following Fullerton east will take visitors to Lake Michigan and waterfront trails.
o The North Pond Nature Sanctuary, another LPC project site, is home to
220+ bird species and 100+ native plant species, and is across Fullerton
o The Peggy Notebaert Nature Museum of the Chicago Academy of Sciences is
just north of the Lily Pool and across Fullerton.
o The Lincoln Park Zoo's Nature Boardwalk around the South Pond is at the
south end of the Lincoln Park Zoo.
o The Chicago History Museum is nearby at North and Clark.
o The National Shrine of Saint Frances Xavier Cabrini is located on North Lakeview
at W St. James Place.
o The Elks National Memorial and Headquarters resides at the intersection of N
Lakeview and Diversey.
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25. Where is the lost & found?
Lost and found items for both the Conservatory and the Lily Pool are located just outside the
CPD staff office in the Conservatory.
26. Is there an emergency phone available?
If you are unable to reach 911 on your cell, an emergency phone can be found in the
Conservatory in the Palm House and outside the staff office.
There is NO emergency phone in the Lily Pool.
27. Where should visitors/I park my car?
Free street parking may be available on Cannon Drive or on Stockton Drive between Diversey
and Fullerton. The Conservatory lot is also available for $26/day until the park closes at 11 PM.
There are also a few Spot Hero and similar parking spots in the area.
28. Where should visitors/I park my bike?
There are publicly accessible bike racks near both the Lily Pool and the Conservatory.
Volunteers may store a bike in the head house while working a shift. Come in through the
employee entrance in the back and ask staff where to park your bike.
29. Where is the nearest Divvy bike stand?
There are Divvy stations at Webster and Sedgwick, Lakeview and Fullerton, Cannon and
Fullerton, and Theater on the Lake.
A Few Astonishing Facts
30. How many varieties of orchids are there?
Approximately 25,000 natural species exist throughout the world. Our collection includes both
natural and hybrid forms.
31. Why are there dinosaurs in the Conservatory Fern Room?
How many are there?
Including dinosaurs in our fern display reminds guests that ferns are among the oldest plants in
the world and were common during the age of dinosaurs. Having children count all the
dinosaurs is a fun activity, especially when they get restless with a talking tour.
32. Where are the Conservatory plants grown?
The plants are grown in the Conservatory's 15 growing houses, or occasionally at the Garfield
Park Conservatory.
33. Where are new plants for the Lily Pool grown?
Lily Pool plants are purchased from a variety of native plant suppliers.
34. How many greenhouses are part of the Conservatory?
There are four display houses (open to the public) and 15 growing houses.
35. What happens to the fruits from the Conservatory?
Some of the fruits are collected for guests to experience through smell and touch, and
occasionally taste.
Fish Are Friends
36. What types of fish are in the Conservatory pools? What do they eat?
There are goldfish in the Palm House. There are koi in the Orchid House.
The fish are on a diet controlled by the CPD staff. Do NOT feed them or throw coins into the fish
homes!
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37. Are there fish in the Lily Pool?
The Lily Pool is not stocked with fish, and it is drained during the off-season. It is unlikely
that fish would survive such conditions. You are likely to see tadpoles swimming in the
Pool.
Arts & Science
38. What is the music in the Conservatory Fern Room?
Curated by the Experimental Sounds Studio, Floasonic is a unique program that
commissions composers and artists to create new site-specific music and audio art
installations for the Fern Room. Installations change every three to six months.
39. What is the art scattered around the Conservatory?
There are a number of historic sculptures on display in the Conservatory.
o Garden Figure, Fredrick Hibbard, 1937, Palm House
o Goddess of Youth, unknown artist, c. 1965, Orchid Room.
o Additional art may be part of temporary displays, or as part of seasonal shows.
People Needing People
40. How many people work at the Conservatory?
There is a staff of 10-15, depending on the season.
41. What type of degree or training do you need to work at the Conservatory?
Staff members each have a degree in horticulture or a minimum of three years of
comparable experience.
Handling Gifts & Income
42. Do you sell plants?
No.
43. How do I donate money?
We are grateful for all financial support! There is a donation box in the entry of the
Conservatory. There are donation envelopes in the Lily Pool docent tool kit that can be
filled and given to the docent on shift to add to the Conservatory box. Donations can also
be mailed to the Lincoln Park Conservancy, 2000 N Racine, Suite 4800, Chicago, IL 60614.
44. How do I donate time?
We are delighted to welcome enthusiastic volunteers and there are many ways to donate
time. Interested parties should call the Conservancy at 773.883.7278 OR visit our website at
lincolnparkconservancy.org. There are usually flyers in the entry of the Conservatory or with
the Greeter.
45. Do you accept plant donations to the Conservatory?
Offers of donations are reviewed IN ADVANCE by CPD Conservatory staff and are accepted
only when rare or unusual plants are offered.
46. Do you accept plant donations to the Lily Pool?
Offers of donations are reviewed IN ADVANCE by the LPC Site Manager and are accepted
only when healthy native plants identified on the 2001 restoration list are offered and
needed.
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Handling Tough Questions
47. What do I say if I don't know the answer to a guest question?
Don't be shy telling visitors that you do not know the answer. If a staff person or more
seasoned docent is present, ask them for help finding out the answer. Alternatively, get
the visitors name and email address, and add the information in the volunteer sign up
book. The LPC Volunteer Coordinator will follow up with the guest and will provide you
with the information do you know the answer the next time you are asked!
48. What do I say if a guest says something I know is incorrect?
Always be cautious of directly contradicting guests. It is always okay to remark that the
comment is interesting, and either ask where they learned it and gently correct them or
change the subject and move on with your tour.
For Docents Specifically
49. May I use note cards?
Absolutely. Many docents find that writing talking points down, then putting them into a
portable binder works well because it is easy to add or drop or rearrange notecards
depending on the route and message of the tour you are giving.
50. Should I approach visitors and ask them if they would like an interpretive tour?
Yes. Although we arrange for docents to give some tours to organized tour groups, you will
spend most of your shifts offering tours to visitors at the site. You may find that you don't
give many complete tours, but instead answer many questions. Be sure to post the tour
sign at the entrance when you begin your shift so that guests are aware tours are available.
51. Do I count everyone I greet?
No. We count people with whom we have an interaction that requires the skills of a trained
docent/interpreter.
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Accessible Language: A Guide for Disability Etiquette
THE DIVISION OF DISABILITY RESOURCES & EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
College of Applied Health Sciences at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
https://www.disability.illinois.edu/academic-support/instructor-information/accessiblelanguage-guide- disability-etiquette
The use of certain words or phrases can express bias either intentionally or unintentionally.
Below are some general rules for writing or talking about people with disabilities, followed by
tips on interacting, and a short glossary of outdated terms and suggested alternatives. Many
of the terms are slightly longer, but using them will foster more positive and respectful
communication with and about persons with disabilities.
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES: “Handicapped” has a negative connotation for many people, so the
common term is “person with a disability.” Handicap describes a condition or barrier caused by
society or the environment, i.e., “She is handicapped by inaccessible transportation,” or “stairs
are a handicap to him.”
PERSON FIRST: The person precedes the disability, both figuratively and literally. It’s “people
with disabilities,” not “disabled persons,” and “person with paraplegia” not “paraplegic.”
However, this is not a hard and fast rule as some groups actually prefer the disability first or
use the term “disabled.” Some individuals may refer to themselves as a “cripple,” “crip,”
“autistic” and/or “disabled.” This is an example of in-group vs. outgroup language
identification.
AVOID PITY: People with disabilities are not “victims.” As one woman who uses a wheelchair
noted, “I am not a wheelchair victim. Wheelchair victims are the people I bump into with my
footrest at the supermarket.” Nor should people be described as “inspirational” or
“courageous” just because they have a disability. People with disabilities are also not
“suffering” or “struggling.” They may be managing and/or celebrating their symptoms and
diagnosis! Suffering is optional, and subjective.
AVOID BEING CUTE: Terms like “physically challenged,” “special” and “differently-abled” are
patronizing. If appropriate, note that a person has a physical, sensory, or mental impairment
and leave it at that. Also, people without disabilities are not “normal” because that infers
that people with disabilities are “abnormal.” Rather, they are “non-disabled” or “able-bodied
(AB).”
DISABILITY SIMULATIONS: Please note it is always offensive to pretend to have a disability and
disability simulation experiences should be done for design/navigational purposes only.

INTERACTING WITH PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
When introduced to a person with a disability, it is polite to shake hands. Most people with
limited use of their hands, or artificial limbs, can shake hands. If you are not sure, let the
other person make the first move or ask.
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Adults should be treated as adults. The presence of a physical impairment does not
necessarily mean someone has a mental impairment as well. So, treat people with disabilities
with the same respect you treat others; speak directly to them instead of to a companion or
interpreter who may be present.
Common expressions such as “see you later” or “I’ve got to run along” are not insulting to those
who cannot, so do not feel uncomfortable if they creep into your conversation. However, you
can examine how you can alter your everyday language to be more inclusive. Do not be
embarrassed to offer to help
someone with a disability, but wait until the offer is accepted and instructions are given before
proceeding. Be gracious if you offer to assist is declined.

SPEECH IMPAIRMENTS
Ask questions that can be answered in a few words or with a nod of the head. Do not pretend
to understand if you do not. Repeat what you think the person said, and if all else fails use
written notes.

DEAF
To get the person’s attention, touch the person lightly, wave your hand, or use some other
physical sign.
If an interpreter is being used, speak directly to the Deaf person rather than to the interpreter.
If the person is lip-reading, look directly at the person, speak slowly and clearly, but do not
exaggerate your lip movements and especially do not shout. Speak expressively because the
person will use your facial expressions, gestures, and body movements to help understand
what you are saying.
Do not stand with a bright light behind you and keep your hands and any other objects away
from your mouth when speaking. If you are still having trouble communicating, feel free to use
written notes.
Even the best lip-reader can pick up less than half the words you speak.

VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS
When meeting someone with a severe visual impairment, identify yourself and introduce
anyone else who is present. Before trying to shake hands, say something like “shall we shake
hands?” or reach for the other person’s extended hand. When offering seating, place the
person’s hand on the back or arm of the chair.
If walking from one location to another, offer your arm as a guide and alert the person to any
obstacles such as steps, curbs, or low arches. If dining, do not feel embarrassed to orientate
the person as to the location of silverware or other items. Let the person know when you are
leaving.
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PEOPLE USING WHEELCHAIRS OR CRUTCHES
Consider a person’s wheelchair part of the person. It is not polite to touch or lean on the chair
unless the person gives permission. Never pat a person in a wheelchair on the head.
When talking to someone in a wheelchair or on crutches for more than a few minutes, sit or
place yourself at the other person’s eye level. Let people who use wheelchairs or crutches
keep them within reach.
Make sure the meeting site is accessible, i.e., that the person can reach the location, that
parking, bathrooms, and other facilities are accessible, and that there are elevators or ramps.
If you think there may be a problem, let the person know in advance so other plans can be
made.
For more information about accessible language, please contact DRES at 217-333-4603
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Wheelchair Policy
The Wheel Chairs are chained to the docent signs at the front of the Conservatory.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

When visitors want to borrow a wheelchair, please collect some sort of ID (State ID, Driver’s
license, Passport or some other thing of value that we can hang on to until they return the
chair) from the visitor.
Remind visitors that the wheel chairs are for use inside the Conservatory only. (They can be
used to help visitors to their car, but not any farther than that)
You are not required to push them or help them beyond providing the chair. My
experience is that most people don’t need or want help.
Take their ID to the “Palm Closet” (also referred to as Maria’s Office). This is the “Staff Only”
door on the north wall of the Palm House near the Show house. Inside the closet is a black
plastic mail box/paper holder attached to the wall just below the window labeled “wheel
chairs.” Put the ID in the mail box.

Let the Conservatory staff know that you have checked out a wheelchair. Returning the
wheelchairs
When visitors are finished using the wheelchair and ready to go, get their ID from the box and
return it to them. Lock the wheelchair to the wall using the docent padlock.
Let the staff know that that they have returned the chair and are gone.
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Photo Policy at Lincoln Park Conservatory
Chicago Park District requires that people must have a permit for the following types of photos:
• Engagement photos, Wedding photos, and Cotillion photos
• Commercial (Advertising, Catalogs, Publications), Documentary photos, and Web- based
media
Permits are not required for other photography events.
Greeters take the primary role in checking that photographers have a permit to take pictures in
the Conservatory. When there are no Greeters on duty, or the Conservatory is very busy, Docents
should support the Greeters and ask people coming in with photography equipment and/or
dressed for photo sessions if they have a permit.
If the group has a permit, please give the photographer and potentially one
other member of the group the orange photo lanyard to display while they
are in the Conservatory. Permits should be returned to Greeter (or Docent)
when the group leaves.
Orange permits can be obtained from the Palm House Basement/Maria’s
Office. They are hanging just to the west of the window. Feel free to take a
couple with you when you start your shift.

If groups do not have permits, direct them to
https://www.chicagoparkdistrict.com/permits

-rentals/filming-photography

Please note
• Groups without permits can be asked to leave.
• Even with a permit, all groups must share the space with all other visitors.
• All visitors coming into the Conservatory to take staged photos should be reminded of the
rules and can be given the half page handout as an FYI or as support when correcting
their behavior.
• Encourage people to stay to one side of the paths so that other visitors, volunteer and
staff can get past.
• Remind them that there are no changing or storage facilities, and that Staff and
Volunteers cannot be responsible for left materials.
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Emergency Action Plan
Emergency Action Plan (LPC) – CONTAINMENT
(Tornado warning, severe storm with high winds or hail*)
EAP Decision Team: Director or Deputy Director of Conservatories. If Director or Deputy are off-site,
most senior Foreman in-charge for the day makes the decision. If no Foreman is present, most senior
Class I makes the decision. Whoever makes the call should get a copy of the roll call sheet and take it
with them to the containment area. Anytime a team leader (as identified below) is not present, the
first named assistant will become the leader.
EAP-C is put into action upon the issuance of a tornado warning by the National Weather Service. If a
severe thunderstorm with likelihood of hail is forecasted, staff should monitor any development of
high winds and listen closely for the sound of hail in order to determine if containment is necessary.
Containment Areas: Basement Lunchroom or Foremen’s Office for those with disabilities.

PROCEDURE AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Lobby (incl. restrooms), Palm House and Fern Room: Team Leader: Neil Gilbert; Assistance: Maria
Ramirez, Pedro Ramirez, John Schneider.
Team Leader and assigned staff members gather patrons from the lobby and restrooms (lock lobby
doors), Palm House and Fern Room, and lead them to the containment area.
Show House, Orchid House, and Greenhouses 12 - 15: Team Leader: Mark Kluber; Assistance: Sally
Ann Wheeler, Rachel Aling.
Team Leader and assigned staff members gather patrons and staff from Show House, Orchid House
and Greenhouses 12 - 15, and lead them to the containment area.
Head House, Greenhouses 1 - 10 and Greenhouse 16: Team Leader: Sebastian Ritte; Assistance: Terri
Reardon, Donald Choy, Rotating Weekend Staff Member.
Team Leader and assigned staff gather staff from Head House, Greenhouses 1 - 10 and Greenhouse
16, and lead them to the containment area.

*NOTE: If there is Hail, the procedure is the same as above, except that Palm House and Lobby
can use restrooms as containment areas and all other houses can use glass-free roof areas in the
head house.
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Emergency Action Plan (LPC) – EVACUATION
(Fire, Hazardous Chemical spill or airborne poisons, bomb threat, building issue threatening safety or
hostage situation)
EAP Decision Team: Director or Deputy Director of Conservatories. If Director or Deputy are off-site,
most senior Foreman in-charge for the day makes the decision. If no Foreman is present, most senior
Class I makes the decision. Whoever makes the call should get a copy of the roll call sheet and take it
with them to the head count area. Anytime a team leader (as identified below) is not present, the
first named assistant will become the leader.
EAP-E is put into action as soon as hazard is detected: fire, hazardous chemical spill or airborne
poisons, bomb threat, any building issue threatening safety, or a hostage situation. Any/every staff
member should call 911 and alert supervisor. Foreman in-charge for the day will communicate with
security supervisor.
Head Count Gathering Area*: Tunnel entrance east of Stockton, southwest of the Conservatory,
unless otherwise directed.

PROCEDURE AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Lobby (incl. restrooms), Palm House and Fern Room: Team Leader: Neil Gilbert; Assistance: Maria
Ramirez, Pedro Ramirez, John Schneider.
Team Leader and assigned staff members gather patrons from the lobby and restrooms, Palm House
and Fern Room, and lead them out the closest safe exit (lock lobby doors).
Exit doors for Lobby (incl. restrooms), Palm House and Fern Room: Lobby
Show House, Orchid House and Greenhouses 12 - 15: Team Leader: Mark Kluber; Assistance: Sally
Ann Wheeler, Rachel Aling.
Team Leader and assigned staff members gather patrons and staff from Show House, Orchid House
and Greenhouses 12 - 15, and lead them out the closest safe exit.
Exit doors for Show House, Orchid House and Greenhouses 12 - 15: north exit door in Head House
Head House, Greenhouses 1 - 10 and 16: Team Leader: New Foreman; Assistance: Terri Reardon,
Donald Choy, Rotating Weekend Staff Member.
Team Leader and assigned staff gather staff from Head House, Greenhouses 1 - 10 and Greenhouse
16, and lead them out the closest safe exit.
Exit doors for Head House, Greenhouses 1 - 10 and 16: either north or east exit door in Head House,
depending on starting location.

*NOTE: Unless otherwise directed, all staff should proceed to the head count gathering area as
noted above.
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Lincoln Park Conservancy – Accident/Incident Form
If the incident is a medical emergency or involved violence, or the threat of violence, call 911.
Also please report it to Conservatory Staff and Conservancy Staff.
If you have questions about whether or not to fill out this form, consider if: 1) There’s been an
accident, 2) Someone has been hurt, 3) Property has been damaged, 4) You think someone
should know, “just in case.” If the answer to any of these questions is yes, fill out this form.
(When in doubt, fill it out).
Incident/Accident Information
Type of Incident:
Injury/Illness
Theft
Other

Date:

Damage to Site
Violence or Threat of Violence

Time:

Location (if possible, take pictures of the specific area):

Participant/Witness Information (name, address, phone number, email)
1.
2.
3.
Description of Incident (A brief factual account of the incident; Be objective. Include who was
involved, how the incident occurred, specific injuries (if any), and what action is being taken in
response to the incident (use the back of this sheet if more space is needed)).

Completed by:
(printed name, title)

(signature, date)
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Getting to Volgistics:
Open the Lincoln Park Conservancy web site (http://lincolnparkconservancy.org) and scroll to the
bottom of the page.
At the bottom of the page, you will see the Docent Login link.

When you follow the link you will be taken to the Lincoln Park Conservancy’s Volgistics Login
page. Here you enter your login name and password.
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Updating Your Profile:
Once you’re logged in, you can update/adjust your profile, schedule yourself for shifts, and log
your hours.
To adjust your birthday/date, contact information, address, email, password, etc. go to the “My
Profile” tab. Note: If you click the “Exit” button, you’ll be logged out of Volgistics.

Scheduling Yourself for Shifts:
To schedule yourself for shifts, either click the “Check your schedule” tab, or go to the “My
Schedules” tab.

When the page opens, you’ll see a calendar with “Help Wanted” boxes on the dates when we
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don’t have enough volunteers. Click on the day you want to volunteer. If you volunteer for many
programs, you can simplify things by only scheduling yourself for a particular program (e.g. only
the Lily Pool in the summer and only the Conservatory in the winter).

That takes you to a page where you pick what shift you want to sign up to do. To sign up, click
the “Schedule” button.
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Posting Your Hours:
After your shift, if you want to record your hours, login and go to the home screen, then to the
“Post Hours” button, or the “Time Sheet” tab.

On this page, enter the date, start and end times, and what you did. Then click “Continue.”

Logging Out:
To logout, click the “Exit” button at any time.
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Counting Visitor Interactions
When to count Visitor Interactions as Interpretive (and when not to)
Knowing when to count an interaction as “Interpretive” can be a bit subjective.
Visitors’ interactions with staff fall into two basic categories: 1) seeking to get basic needs met,
and 2) seeking to learn more or make a connection. While the ability to clearly answer both
types of questions is critical to creating a good visitor experience, the second type is the kind we
want to record for educational purposes.
What to Count:
Docents should count Interpretive experiences.
Remember “Interpretation” is defined as “a mission-based communication process that forges
emotional and intellectual connections between the interests of the audience and the meanings
inherent in the resource” according to the National Association of Interpreters (2014).
All Interpretive interactions and questions should relate to our mission: “To protect, preserve,
and enhance Lincoln Park's Art, Architecture, and Natural Environment for all.”
One potential way to think about it is to relate it to Mazlow’s hierarchy of needs (below).

Interpretive Experiences

NOT Interpretive
Experiences
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Basic Needs (don’t count these)
Questions and interactions that fall into the Basic Needs category are directional or relate to the
visitor’s physical experience or comfort in the space. They are at the base of Maslow’s pyramid,
and are questions like: “Where’s the bathroom?” “Where can I get something to eat or drink?”
“How to I catch the bus to my next destination?”
In the Museum world, these are generally classified as Visitor Services or Customer Services types
of questions. Generally speaking, these are the things the Greeters at the Conservatory are
answering (though obviously, Docents get these as well).
Interpretation (count these)
Questions and interactions that fall into the Interpretation category are those where the visitor is
seeking to make a connection, have an enriching experience, and/or learn something. These tend
to be higher up on Maslow’s pyramid, in the Psychological and Self-Fulfillment needs sections
(diagram above). These interactions are directly or indirectly content based (conversations about
plants, or the structure itself, or the history of Lincoln Park, etc.). They are multi-directional, so
someone sharing their experience or knowledge counts as much as you sharing your experience
or knowledge.
Generally, these are the kinds of questions the Docents answer (though obviously, Greeters are
also connecting visitors to the mission, and engaging them at the Belonging level of Maslow’s
pyramid).
When deciding if an interaction with a visitor should count as “interpretive” or not, ask yourself
one of these two questions:
• Does the question fit into one of Maslow’s basic needs?
AND/OR
• Does the question relate to the definition of interpretation?

Who to count:
Generally speaking, when counting visitor interactions, count everyone in a group. Even people
who don’t appear to be listening, can gain from what you are saying.
For example, if a group of four people stop to talk with you, count all four people, even if only
one of them asks a question. The other three are listening and present for the interaction.
This includes families with young children; if you are talking with the children, the adults are
certainly listening and if you are talking with the adults, the children are also potentially
engaged.
A good way to be sure everyone is engaged in what you are saying is to smile and make eye
contact with everyone in the group.
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